Morphology dependent optical response tuning in planar square-shaped array of sodium nanoparticles.
Among the plasmonic nanostructures, ordered arrangement of metal nanoparticles with inter-particle gap distances in the nanometer scale is becoming increasingly important due to their ability to confine huge electromagnetic fields and tunable optical properties. Using time dependent density functional theory calculations, we study the optical response evolution in a planar square-shaped array of Sodium nanoparticles via morphology deformation. To this aim, we vary the inter-particle gap distance in the range of 2 to 30 Å separately along one and two directions. We compare and cross-examine the optical response evolution for both deformation process, and we find that the interaction between sodium nanoparticles in an ordered arrangement can be controlled to a large extent by simple deformation process. We believe that our theoretical results will be useful for designing ultra-small and tunable plasmonic devices that utilize quantum effects.